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Abstract^ It is shown that the n-sum rule implies that the equilibrium states cannot carry an
-grad<()0, where <f>n is an harmonic polynomial of order (n-l).

1. Introduction

In a series of papers [1, 2, 3], it was shown that equilibrium states of charged
systems obey certain 'sum rules' which express the perfect screening due to the
long range nature of the Coulomb force. More recently it was noticed that these
sum rules can be considered as the Ward identities associated with the local
transformation za ?-* zae'e°yM where (za, ea) are the activity and charge of specy a
and y(x) is an harmonic function [4]. Formally this symmetry could be understood
as the invariance of the plasma phase with respect to external harmonic potentials.

In the following we shall argue that the validity of the k-sum rules for
k =0,1,..., n, implies that the system is neutral and cannot carry any electric
field E0 —grad <p0 with cpti an harmonic potential of order n — 1 ; again this result
indicates the relation between the sum rule and the invariance of the state with
respect to external field defined by harmonic potentials. Furthermore it is shown
that the sum rules will always be satisfied as soon as the clustering is sufficiently
fast; therefore a charged system with correlation functions decaying sufficiently
rapidly at infinity is a perfect conductor.

2. Finite systems

We consider a system which consists of N species of charged particles and we
denote by ea, a - 1,..., N, the charge of the specy a. We denote by q (x,a)e
W x{l,..., N} the position and specie of the particle, JA dq JA <ix £« 1, Q
(qy,..., qn), and Fc(x) x/|x|" is the Coulomb force.

The particles interact by means of a two-body force F(q1,q2)
eaeaJF(xy — x2), with F=—Vd> where the two-body potential cp(x) <p(\x\) is 'ë«.

and F(x)-Fc(x) is short range (i.e. decays faster than any power as |x|—»°°).
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Furthermore, the particles are submitted to an external electric field E0
—grad dy0 where d>0 is some harmonic potential of order /, i.e.

*o(*)= t I Akm |x|k Ykm(x) (1)
lc=0 m=-k

To simplify the following discussion we shall take v 3; the case of dimension 2

as well as the case of Jellium systems can be analysed in a similar way.
It is well known that the equilibrium correlation functions for a finite system

A at temperature T satisfy the BBGKY-hierarchy:

fcTVxpA(qQ) L[GA(x) + EA(x)]+ £ F(q, q,)]pA(<jQ)

+ [ dqFiq,q)[pAiqqQ)-pAiq)pAiqO)] (2)

where:

GA(x) j dx[F(x -x)- Fcix - x)]cA(x) (2a)

N

C\ix)= £ eapK(x, a) (2b)
a=l

EA(x) E0(x) + dxFc(x- x)cA(x)
Ja

i.e.

div EA(x) 4ttca(x) (2c)

3. Infinite systems

Let 4>o(x), equation (1), be the external potential inside the volume A due to
charges outside of A; if the system is a conductor the density of charges inside the
system, cA(x) equation (2b), will be localized on the boundary of A in such a

manner that the electric field EA(x) is zero in the bulk. Therefore, except for the
density of particles, the properties in the bulk should be independent of the
external electric potential cpQ(x); in other words, we expect that for a very large
system the state in the bulk will be identical to the state of a system without
external field but for some other value of the particle density.

As usual to discuss bulk properties one considers an infinite system obtained
by means of an appropriate thermodynamic limit. We would like then to investigate

whether the equilibrium states of the infinite system are invariant with
respect to external harmonic potentials; or whether it is possible to obtain
different limiting states associated with different cp0; this is analogous to the
question whether or not the equilibrium states are invariant with respect to the
transformation z« >-> za exp [eacf>0(x)] such as considered in Ref. [4].

The external electric field E„ —grad <£„ being given once for all by equation
(1), it is clear that the thermodynamic limit A-h>[R3 has to be taken with special
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care in order to obtain a well defined equilibrium state of the infinite system. One
could for example take a sequence of finite neutral systems A„ with a number of
particles such that the density of particles around the origin be fixed. Let us note
that if A„ is a sphere of radius Rn and if E0 is created by a charge density on this
sphere, then this external charge density will be of the order Rl~ ; therefore, since
the system charges will be localized on the boundary of A„, we can expect that
cAn(x) will be of the order Rl~l near the boundary and zero inside the system; it
seems thus reasonable to assume in the following that c(x) OOxl'"1). Another
way to take the thermodynamic limit would be to consider an external field E(0n)

which varies with A,„ such as E0n) -R~(1_1)E0; in such a case E0n) and the charge
density would be finite.

The problem of the thermodynamic limit being very difficult, we shall not
discuss it and we shall consider directly the infinite system. We assume that the
equilibrium states of the infinite system are solution of the following BBGKY-
hierarchy:

kTViP(qQ) \eä[G(x) + E(x)]+ £ Fiq, q^piqO)
1

q,tataQ >

+ J dqF(q, q)[p(qqQ) - P(q)p(qO)] (3)

where:
N

div E(x) 4"itc(x) c(x)- £ eap(x,a)
(4)

-IG(x)= I dx[F(x-x)-Fc(x-x)]c(x)

As usual we also assume that the clustering is such that the truncated correlation
function satisfy

fdq|pT(qO)|<oo
IQI^O (5)

j dqdq\pT(qqO)\<™

Let us note that (3) is the natural extension of (2) for infinite systems; in fact
in the absence of external fields, it has been shown that the infinite volume
equilibrium state satisfies (3), at least for systems satisfying some weak clustering
conditions [4].

The problem we want to investigate is thus whether there can exist solutions
of (3) such that

E(x) 0(|x|") and |c(x)|= 0(|x|")
where n is a non negative integer.

Introducing

p(q\Q) R^-p(q)+I 8(q,q,) (6)
P(O) q,EQ
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our result is given by the following propositions:

Proposition 1. Let p be any solution of the BBGKY-hierarchy such that

E(x)=0(|x|") c(x)=0(|x|"), ns=0

and

[piqQ) - p(q)p(Q)] o( Jl+2J) as |x|^oo f>0 (7)

If the following sum rule1)

Jdqe„h(x)p(q|Q) 0 (8)

holds for any harmonic function h(x) of order (n + 2), then the state is invariant
under translation, neutral, and the electric field E(x) is zero.

In other words, the validity of the sum rule (8) for harmonic polynomial of
order (n -I- 2) implies that the state cannot carry any electric field <£0 -grad <f>0

where 4>0 is an harmonic potential of order (n +1). We can thus argue that the
validity of the n-sum rule (n>2) implies the invariance of the state with respect
to external potential which are harmonic polynomials of order (n -1).

The validity of the n-sum rule is then guaranteed by the following result.

Proposition 2. Let p be any solution of the BBGKY-h.erarc/iy such that

E(x)=0(|x|") Pa(x) 0(|x|")
and such that the truncated correlation functions satisfy the clustering conditions:

\rv+s+epT(Q)\<cte for some e>0

r sup |xj-x,| |Q|5*2; 8 max {n + 2, 2n + 1}

then the sum rule (8) holds for any harmonic function of order in + 2) ifor v 3= 2).

Combining Propositions 1 and 2, we obtain finally:

Proposition 3. Any solution of the BBGKY-hierarchy such that

E(x) 0(|x|") p0(x) 0(|x|")
and satisfying the clustering condition

XS+CPT(Q)\ <de 8 max {n + 2, 2n + 1}

is translation invariant, neutral and has zero electric field.

Let us note that this last result indicates that equilibrium states with exponential
clustering are invariant with respect to harmonic external potentials.

') If equation (8) holds for any harmonic functions of order n, we say that the state satisfy the
n-sum rule.
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Proof of Proposition 1. It follows from equation (3) that:

kT Y VlP(Q)= £ eo,|[G(xJ) + E(x,)]p(0)
q,eO q,eO

+ f dq\ Ya F(% q)][p(qQ) ~ p(q)p(Q)] (9)
J Lq,eO J

and

/cTV,[P(qO)-p(q)p(0)]

L[G(x) + E(x)]+ I F(q,q,)}[p(qQ)-p(q)p(Q)]
1 q,eO '

+ f I F(q,q,)lp(q)p(Q)
Lq,eQ J

+ j dqF(q, q)[p(qqO) - p(q)p(qQ) - pT(qq)p(Q)] (10)

The integrand in (10) can be written as

[¦ • ¦] p(q)[p(qO)-p(q)p(0)]+mqqQ)
where 3?(qqQ) is symmetric in (q, q). Furthermore, using the clustering condition
(5), 3? is intégrable in (q, q) and

\dq\ dqF(q,q)9L(qqQ) Q

The integral in equation (9) can be transformed by means of equation (10); to do
so, we integrate (10) on a ball BR or radius R and take the limit R —»°°. Using
the conditions (5) and (7), we have:

G(x) 0(|x|") and lim f dqV,[p(qQ)-P(q)P(Q)] 0

thus

kT Ya VlPiO)
q,eQ

Jdq[G(x) + E(x)]eoP(q|Q)p(0)

+ lim f dqfdqF(q,q)p(q|Q)p(q)p(Q) (11)
R—~ JBK J

Let us then define the electric field #0(*) by

^0(x) E(x)-|dy{[Fc(x-y)-Fc(-y)]c(y)-i?„+1(x;y)c(y)} (12)

where

Rn+.ix;y)=Ii-l)k^-T Y vJ^0)\x\Xkmix) (13)
k=1 in +1 m=-k \ |yi /
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and c(y) <p(y)c(y) with cp(y) a continuous function such that <p(y)= 1 for |y|>a
and <p(y) O(|y|"+2)as|yH0.

Note that the function <p(y) is introduced in order that the integrand in
equation (12) be intégrable around |y| 0; note also that by comparison with the
external electric field E0 in the finite system we had to subtract in equation (12)
the first terms of the Taylor expansion of Fc(x-y) around y in order that the
function be intégrable.

Since c(y)= 0(|y|"), then {• • •}= olr—i) and thus <£„ is well defined. Furth-
\|y|4/

ermore, the functions €'0(x), i l,2,3, are such that A£|, 0 and €'t)(x)
0(|x|"+2); indeed decomposing the integral in equation (12) as

[dy=f dy+[ dy
J J|yl3,2x J|yl<2x

we can use the rest of the Taylor expansion to bound the first integral and the fact
that

rO(|x|) if 2=£7<3
I dy|yr=]o(ln|x|) if 7 3
J„«|y|<2x ^0(1) if y>3

to bound the second integral. Furthermore JBr dy{- • •}= 0(|x|"+2) uniformly with
respect to R. Therefore assuming the validity of the sum rule (8) for any harmonic
function of order (n +1) and using the clustering condition (7), we can write the
last term of (11) as

lim f dx\dx\[F(x-x)-Fc(x-x) + Fc(x-x)-Fc(x)]c(x)
r— JBr J

+ Rn+l(x; x)c(x)} Y e«p(q I O)p(Q)

-jdq[G(x) + E(x)-£0(x)]eap(q|Q)p(Q) (14)

Therefore equations (11) and (14) yield:

kT Y ViP(Q)= f dqea£0ix)piq | Q)piO) (15)

Assuming the sum rule (8) for harmonic functions or order (n+2) it then follows
that the state is invariant under translation. Moreover

feTVxP(q) 0 ett[[G + E(x)]pa

+ fdyF(x-y)IedpIa(x-y)]

G c\ dy[Fix-y)-Fcix-y)] divE(x)

imply Eix) E, c 0, G 0; we are therefore in the context of Ref. [5] which
gives E 0.
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Remark. Let us note that we have used the sum rule at two different places.
First to give a meaning to the electric field €0ix) and thus obtain (14); then to
conclude from (15) that the state is invariant under translation. If we had simply
assumed that the density is bounded we would have needed only the n 1 sum
rule to obtain (14), but we need the (n + 2) sum rule to conclude from (15) that
E 0.

Proof of Proposition 2. It is sufficient to notice that the conditions of Proposition
2 yield for any x kû,

[E(x) + G(x)][p(qO)-p(q)p(0)]=o(^-rT^) as k - œ

we can thus repeat the proof given in [2, 3].
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